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Abstract

This paper presents a fusion of the active appearance model (AAM) and the Rie-
mannian elasticity framework which yields a non-linear shape model and a linear tex-
ture model – the active elastic appearance model (EAM). The non-linear elasticity shape
model is more flexible than the usual linear subspace model, and it is therefore able to
capture more complex shape variations. Local rotation and translation invariance are the
primary explanation for the additional flexibility. In addition, we introduce global scale
invariance into the Riemannian elasticity framework which together with the local trans-
lation and rotation invariances eliminate the need for separate pose estimation. The new
approach was tested against AAM in three experiments; face labeling, face labeling with
poor initialization and corpus callosum segmentation. In all the examples the EAM per-
formed significantly better than AAM. Our Matlab implementation can be downloaded
through svn from https://svn.imm.dtu.dk/AAMLab/svn/AAMLab/trunk/
.

1 Introduction

Generative model-based image interpretation for image segmentation, registration and label-
ing plays a central role in many image analysis applications. One of the most successful
model-based approaches is the Active Appearance Model by Cootes et al. [6] which applies
learned shape and texture (intensity) priors from a training set. The method has been applied
to medical image segmentation [3, 9, 16], eye tracking [11, 14], object tracking [22] and
facial recognition [1, 7, 10] with success.
AAM creates a shape model from set of training shapes by modeling them in a linear sub-
space. Linear generative shape models will in general not be able to capture complex shape
variations as biological shapes rarely can be embedded in a linear subspace. This may result
in folding shapes and poor registration/segmentation. Instead, we will assign an individual
displacement to each point in the mean shape and construct a statistical local deformation
prior which measures how well a given local deformation matches the local deformations
in the training set. We use the Riemannian elasticity framework [18] to model this prior.
Riemannian elasticity priors can capture complex deformations as they are locally rotation
and translation invariant.
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2 Previous work
Many improvements to AAM have been proposed to strengthen the approach with respect
to efficiency, discrimination and robustness, see Gao et al. [8] for a complete survey. Many
improvements deal with reducing the computational cost by tuning the optimization, e.g. the
inverse compositional algorithm by Baker et al. [2], or by compressing the texture model,
e.g. the wavelet and wedgelet model by Larsen et al. [13]. Other research groups have
increased the robustness of AAM by combining it with the active shape model [23] or by
making it light invariant [12]. Suggestions to improve the accuracy of the AAM include the
maximum a posteriori formulation by Cootes et al. [5] and inclusion of local image structure
by Scott et al. [21].
To our knowledge Christoudias and Darrell [4] are the only researchers to propose non-linear
shape modeling extensions to AAM. There are complementary methods to AAM who use
non-linear shape modeling, e.g the deformable M-rep [19].

3 Linear appearance modeling
In AAM the goal is to construct a compact parametrization of the variability of an object, de-
scribed by its shape and texture, from a set of (semi-)manually labeled images. Generalized
Procrustes analysis filters out rotation, translation and scaling effects from the landmarks
yielding a mean shape and a set of aligned shapes. A linear shape model follows from a
truncated matrix decomposition, e.g. Principal Components Analysis, on the aligned shapes,
i.e

vvv = v̄vv+UUUv pppv, (1)

where v̄vv is the mean shape and UUUv contains the modes of shape variation. Warping the tex-
tures to a common reference space, defined by the mean shape, creates shape-free textures,
and another truncated matrix decomposition generates a linear texture model, i.e.

ggg = ḡgg+UUUg pppg. (2)

A final truncated matrix decomposition on the combined set of shape and texture param-
eters yields a combined appearance model[

vvv
ggg

]
=
[

v̄vv
ḡgg

]
+
[

wUUUv 000
000 UUUg

]
UUU ppp, (3)

where w weights the relative importance between shape and texture.

4 Non-linear shape modeling using elasticity
Linear generative shape models, Eqn. 1 and Eqn. 3, will in general not be able to capture
complex shape variations. This section introduces non-linear strain modeling and describes
how a Riemannian elasticity prior can be constructed.

4.1 Representing local deformation
Consider the particle P and the neighboring particle Q in an elastic body positioned at xxx
and xxx + dxxx, respectively (see Figure 1(a)). The elastic body undergoes a diffeomorphic
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(a) Elastic body deformation (b) Left and right stretch tensors

Figure 1: Representing local deformation.

deformation, φ(xxx) = xxx + uuu(xxx), such that the particle P and Q move to positions P̃ and Q̃
given by x̃xx and x̃xx + dx̃xx. Obviously, there exists a linear mapping between dxxx and dx̃xx, i.e.
dx̃xx = MMMdxxx, which represents the local transformation. From Figure 1(a) it can be derived
that

dx̃xx = dxxx+uuu(xxx+dxxx)−uuu(xxx). (4)

By performing a first-order Taylor expansion of uuu(xxx+dxxx) around P we get

dx̃xx≈ dxxx+uuu(xxx)+∇uuu(xxx)dxxx−uuu(xxx) = (III +∇uuu(xxx))dxxx = FFF(xxx)dxxx (5)

Thus, for a sufficiently small dxxx we get the relationship MMM ≈ ∇φ(xxx) = FFF(xxx).
As the deformation gradient tensor FFF is based on the displacement gradient it is transla-

tion invariant but not rotation invariant. However, FFF can be decomposed into an orthonormal
tensor (representing the rotation) and a positive definite symmetric tensor (representing the
stretch), i.e.

FFF = RRRUUU = VVV RRR. (6)

UUU and VVV are denoted the right stretch tensor and the left stretch tensor respectively. UUU and
VVV have identical eigenvalues or principal stretches but different eigenvectors. The decompo-
sition is illustrated in Figure 1(b).

From the right stretch tensor we define a sequence of rotation and translation invariant
tensors which are known as the Lagrangian strain tensors

EEEm =
1

2m
(UUU (2m)− III). (7)

These tensors essentially model the deviation of the right stretch tensor from the identity.
The special case EEE0 = log(UUU) is called the Hencky strain tensor which will be the basis for
our non-linear shape model.

4.2 Statistical deformation modeling
Given the Lagrangian strain tensors it is possible to formulate a rotation and translation in-
variant density function which quantifies the energy stored in an infinitesimal neighborhood
due to the deformation. The most intuitive way to build a strain energy density function is
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just to use the magnitude, defined by a suitable matrix norm (e.g. the Frobenius norm), of a
suitable strain tensor. To protect against folding we want an energy density function, which
approaches infinity when the approaches towards the black-hole deformation. This implies
that the at least one of the eigenvalues of the strain tensor should go to infinity when the
determinant of the Jacobian of the deformation gradient approaches zero. The Hencky strain
tensor, EEE0, fulfils this requirement. Pennec et al. [18] proposed the statistical Riemannian
elasticity energy

W (EEE0) =
{ 1

4‖vect(EEE0− ĒEE0)‖2
ΣΣΣ
−1 if det(FFF) > 0

∞ otherwise.
(8)

where Σ and ĒEE0 are calculated from a set of n previously observed deformations. Hence,

ĒEE0 =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

EEE0,i, and Σ =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

vect(EEE0,i)vect(EEE0,i)T . (9)

5 Material and Methods

5.1 Warping and discretization
The deformation model, or the warp model as it is traditionally coined in AAM, enables us
to separate the shape and texture information of a given image by warping the texture to the
mean shape. There a multiple ways of defining a warp using the points of the mean shape
and the deformed shape as control points. However, it is standard practice to triangulate
the mean shape and use linear interpolation to propagate vertex displacements to the points
inside the simplexes. EAM adapts this approach.

The affine transformation between a simplex {vvv1, . . .vvvN+1} and a simplex {vvv1 +∆vvv1, . . . ,vvvN+1 +
∆vvvN+1} can be defined by assuming that the point xxx inside {vvv1, . . . ,vvvN+1} corresponds to the
point φφφ(xxx) in {vvv1 + ∆vvv1, . . . ,vvvN+1 + ∆vvvN+1} which has the same barycentric coordinates,
see Figure 2. The barycentric coordinates, ηηη , of an arbitrary point, xxx, inside the simplex
{vvv1, . . .vvvN+1} are then given by[

xxx
1

]
=
[

vvv1 · · · vvvN+1
1 · · · 1

]
ηηη =

[
VVV
111T

]
ηηη ,ηηη =

[
VVV
111T

]−1 [xxx
1

]
=
[
DDD ηηη0

][xxx
1

]
, (10)

where ηηη0 is the barycentric coordinates for origo. Thus, the transformation between two
simplices is given by

φφφ(xxx) = xxx+∆VVV ηηη = xxx+∆VVV
[
DDD ηηη0

][xxx
1

]
, ∇φ(xxx) = III +∆VVV DDD. (11)

Note, as the transformation is linear the spatial derivatives of the transformation are inde-
pendent of the spatial position within the fixed simplex. This means that the density energy
in Eqn. 8 is identical in all points within a simplex, and thus we only have to estimate Σ and
ĒEE0 once for every simplex instead of once for every pixel position in the shape-free reference
space. The integrated elasticity energy for the entire deformation is

r(∆vvv) =
n

∑
i

aiWi(log((III +∆VVV iDDDi)T (III +∆VVV iDDDi))), ai =
1
2

∣∣∣∣∣det

([
VVV i

111T

]−1
)∣∣∣∣∣ , (12)

where n is the number of simplices.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the affine transformation ΦΦΦ(xxx) from triangle (3-simplex) {vvv1,vvv2,vvv3}
to triangle {vvv1 +∆vvv1,vvv2 +∆vvv2,vvv3 +∆vvv3}.

5.2 Active appearance model
In AAM, the model is matched to a template image, TTT , by (see [5])

argmin
ppp
‖ggg(ppp)−TTT ◦φφφ(ppp)‖2 +α1‖ppp‖2

C−1 , (13)

where C is the covariance matrix of ppp and α1 controls the strength of the parameter prior.
α1 is often set to zero and replaced by lower and upper bounds on ppp. As it, in practice, is
impossible to initialize the matching perfectly with respect to pose, pose estimation is added
to the optimization problem, i.e.

argmin
ppp,ttt
‖ggg(ppp)−TTT ◦ωωω(ttt)◦φφφ(ppp)‖2 +α1‖ppp‖2

C−1 , (14)

where ωωω is the similarity transformation.

5.3 Elastic appearance model
Similar to AAM, the EAM matches the appearance model to the template image using the
sum of squared residuals with the addition of the statistical elasticity energy, i.e.

argmin
ppp,∆vvv

‖ggg(ppp)−TTT ◦φφφ(∆vvv)‖2 +α1‖ppp‖2
C−1 +α2r(∆vvv). (15)

The advantages of Eqn. 15 compared to Eqn. 13-14 are that it cannot produce folding
warps, and that it is not necessary to optimize rotation and translation separately due to local
invariance. The disadvantage is that it is no longer a least square problem and thus requires
the application of more advanced optimization algorithms. Our experience is that a limited-
memory BFGS optimizer works well with the problem. Eqn. 15 is not scale invariant which
implies that Eqn. 15 cannot match the shape model to an image if the scale between them
is too large or small. One way to handle this is to introduce a global scaling parameter into
the optimization. To avoid introducing a new parameter we prefer to filter out global scaling
effects from the shape displacements prior to calling the regularizer, i.e.

argmin
ppp,∆vvv

‖ggg(ppp)−TTT ◦φφφ(∆vvv)‖2 +α1‖ppp‖2
C−1 +α2r

(
ΩT (v̄vv)

ΩT (v̄vv+∆vvv)
(v̄vv+∆vvv)− v̄vv

)
, (16)
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where ΩT (vvv) computes the area of a shape defined by the triangulation T and the vertices vvv.
Even though Eqn. 16 eliminates the need for separate pose estimation there are situations

in practise where it is an advantage to restrict the displacement update to that of a similarity
transformation – especially when the initial pose may be far from the true. On the other
hand, if you are tracking an object frame-by-frame there is no need for such restrictions.

5.4 Implementation details

The AAM and EAM algorithms were implemented in Matlab using object oriented program-
ming. Both the AAM og EAM uses a limited-memory BFGS optimizer for the model match-
ing. The AAM implementation also contains the traditional linear relationship optimization
strategy proposed by Cootes et al. [6] but it was not used for the experiments in this paper as
it in general performed inferior to the BFGS optimization. The minFunc and minConf opti-
mization packages by Schmidt[20] is used in our implementation. Our implementation can
be downloaded from https://svn.imm.dtu.dk/AAMLab/svn/AAMLab/trunk/
using a svn client with username guest and password aamlab. Documentation can be
found at http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/~mfh/AAMLAB/.

5.5 Experiments

The performance of the EAM was tested against the AAM in three experiments.
1) Face labeling: The capability of the AAM and EAM to model and label faces. This

experiment used the subset of neutral facial expression images in the AR database [15] where
annotation markup data were available from FGnet – in total 119 images. The data set im-
ages have a resolution of 768×576 with the mean distance of 111.2 pixels between eyes of
the recorded persons. The performance of the methods was evaluated using leave-one-out
cross-validation with the annotations as ground truth and the mean Euclidian point-to-point
distance as the error measure. The AAM and EAM methods were initialized by aligning the
mean shape to a set of eye coordinates found by a Viola-Jones face/eye detection [24]. As
the Viola-Jones failed to detect the eyes in nine images, the experiment were carried out on
110 images. For future comparison of this work it should be noted that Viola-Jones detected
eye positions poorly in three out of the 110 images. This was mainly do to heavy reflections
in glasses on the three persons in question. This has no consequence on the performed ex-
periments as both AAM and EAM are initially aligned with the same eye coordinates.

2) Face labeling with poor initialization: The robustness of the AAM and EAM against
poor pose initialization. In this experiment the AAM and EAM methods were initialized
several time by regular perturbation of the Viola-Jones alignment (experiment 1) in intervals√

2[−20pixel,20pixel], [−15◦,15◦] and [90%,110%] for diagonal translation, rotation and
scaling, respectively. 189 (9 translations, 7 rotations, 3 scales) registrations were performed
per leave-one-out step. The performance of the methods was evaluated similarly to experi-
ment 1.

3) Corpus Callosum segmentation: The performance of AAM and EAM on medical
images. This experiment used 62 two dimensional MR images (with different subjects) of
the mid-sagittal cross-section of the corpus callosum brain structure recorded at the Danish
Reserach Centre for Magnetic Resonance, Hvidovre Hospital. This data set is part of the
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LADIS (Leukoaraiosis and DISability) study [17], a pan-European study involving 12 hos-
pitals and more than 600 elderly subjects. Furthermore, each corpus callosum have manually
been annotated with 72 landmarks by a clinician. The annotation were used as ground truth.
The AAM and EAM methods were initialized several time by perturbation of the alignment
between the mean shape and ground truth in the intervals

√
2[−3pixel,3pixel], [−10◦,10◦]

and [95%,105%] for diagonal translation, rotation and scaling, respectively. The perfor-
mance of the methods was evaluated with 6-fold cross-validation using the Dice, Jaccard
and overlap coefficients to measure the quality of the segmentations. Each corpus callosum
was segmented 75 times (5 translations, 5 rotations and 3 scales).

6 Experimental results

For all experiments principal component analysis was used for the matrix decomposition
in Eqn. 1-3 and the truncation level was 0.95 of the variance of the training set. Lower and
upper bounds of 2.5 times the standard deviation were enforced on the model parameters and
α1 was set to zero. Practical experiments showed α2 = 0.001 for the faces and α2 = 0.001
for the corpus callosum gave good results.

6.1 Face labeling with Viola-Jones initialization

Table 1 presents the results for the shape (annotation) displacement error. From the results
it can be seen that EAM labels the face on average more than 10 per cent better than AAM.
Visual examples of the face labeling are shown in Figure 3, where an initial red triangulation
of the shape is shown as it progresses to an optimum. The green triangulation shape shows
the hand annotated ground truth.

Method Displacement error in pixel
Mean 25th percentile 75th percentile 97.5th percentile

AAM 4.8 3.1 4.7 15.2
EAM 4.3 3.1 4.5 8.8

Table 1: Displacement error, initialized with Viola-Jones face/eye detection.

6.2 Face labeling with poor initialization

When making a poor initialization of the models it can be seen that EAM really outperforms
AAM. By labeling the face on average 39 per cent better than AAM. Table 2 presents the
displacement error results. Visual examples of the face labeling are shown in Figure 4.

Method Displacement error in pixel
Mean 25th percentile 75th percentile 97.5th percentile

AAM 13.1 3.9 16.8 52.8
EAM 8.0 3.3 7.8 34.0

Table 2: Displacement error, initialized with poor face detection.
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(a) AAM

(b) EAM

Figure 3: Progress left-to-right from initialized mean shape with Viola-Jones face/eye detec-
tion to converged result for AAM and EAM, respectively. The red triangulation shows the
shape as it progresses to an optimum. The green triangulation signifies the hand annotated
ground truth.
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(a) AAM

(b) EAM

Figure 4: Progress left-to-right from initialized mean shape with poor face detection to con-
verged result for AAM and EAM, respectively. The red triangulation shows the shape as it
progresses to an optimum. The green triangulation signifies the hand annotated ground truth.
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(a) Dice (b) Jaccard (c) Overlap

Figure 5: Histograms of the Dice, Jaccard and overlap coefficients for Corpus Callosum.

6.3 Corpus Callosum segmentation

The results of the experiment are listed in Table 3 and visualized in Figure 5. As the Dice and
Jaccard coefficients after matching are 0.89 and 0.81 for AAM and 0.90 and 0.82 for EAM
using only the unperturbed ground truth alignments for initialization the large differences in
Dice and Jaccard coefficients primarily indicate that the EAM is more robust and secondarily
that is it more accurate. This conclusion is supported by the histograms of the coefficients
shown in Figure 5.

Method Mean
Dice Jaccard Overlap

AAM 0.75 0.63 0.85
EAM 0.80 0.70 0.86

Table 3: Means for the Dice, Jaccard and overlap coefficients for Corpus Callosum segmen-
tation.

7 Discussion and future work

The experimental results favour EAM againt AAM. However, as the implementations of
AAM and EAM are basic in the sense, that they do not incorporate any of the improvement
mentioned in the previous work section, the difference in performance may be smaller as
soon as the implementations are combined with some of the other improvements. Still, we
believe that the experiments are good performance indicators.

The purpose of many of the AAM improvements is to speed-up the matching with real-
time tracking being the end goal. It can be argued that we have gained robustness and accu-
racy with the EAM but lost efficiency as the problem in Eqn. 16 is much less cost efficient
than e.g. the linear relationship strategry proposed by Cootes et al. [6]. However, if the ap-
plication is real-time frame-by-frame tracking of an object the EAM formulation may not be
as computatioanal expensive as it seems. First of all it is not neccesary to do pose estimation
as long as the object movement is slow compared to the framerate. Secondly, if you apply
a BFGS optimizer you can use the estimate of the Hessian of the previous frame as initial
estimate of cost function hessian which means that you may only need a small number of
iterations to get to the optimum.
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To train the shape model in EAM you need to estimate a small 3x3 strain covariance
matrix for each triangle in the model ( Eqn. 9) while you have to estimate a large covariance
matrix and decompose it in PCA based AAM. A consequence of this is that fewer samples
are needed to train the EAM than the AAM.
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